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Crystal Pacific Introduces Vista PLUS Vinyl Window Line
RIVERSIDE, CA, January 29, 2016 – Crystal Pacific Window & Door Systems has expanded its residential
vinyl product offerings with the introduction of the Vista PLUS window line. The upscale Vista PLUS windows
complement the company's existing Vista window and sliding patio door lines and represent the first of many
new innovative product introductions Crystal Pacific plans in the coming months. The Vista PLUS and all the
other products of Crystal Pacific are fabricated in the company's 116,000-ft2 facility in Riverside, CA.
The Crystal Pacific Vista PLUS windows are available
in a full array of styles including single and triple
sliders, single hung, picture, geometric shapes and
combination units. All the Vista PLUS styles offer
durable yet stylish design using multi-chambered vinyl
extrusions that meet the company's 15-point quality
assurance program. The even sightlines of the Vista
PLUS windows further demonstrate Crystal Pacific's
product commitment to aesthetics. The 3-¼" jamb
depth windows can be ordered in several frame styles –
integral nailing fin, block with sloped sill adaptor or
retrofit flush fin – to suit specific new construction or
replacement project needs.

Crystal Pacific Vista PLUS windows feature even sightlines, durable
profiles with exquisite design, and a 1" IGU with several glazing
options for superior energy efficiency. Vista PLUS windows are
available in many styles and configurations, including sliders (above)
and single-hung (below).

All Crystal Pacific products utilize thermally efficient
dual-pane insulating glass with high performance
Intercept® Spacer System technology to deliver low Uvalues and outstanding Solar Heat Gain Coefficient
(SHGC) factors. Building on this solid base, the Vista
PLUS line further improves the products with several
standard and optional glass features. For superior
thermal efficiency and sound attenuation, the Vista
PLUS windows feature 1" insulated glass units (IGUs) and a variety of IGU glass packages, including two
levels of low-E glass coatings and an Argon gas option. Tempered, obscured (frosted), tinted and other
specialty glass are options, as well as flat or sculptured grids in several patterns.
More
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Crystal Pacific Introduces Vista PLUS Vinyl Window Line
(continued)
Test ratings for the Vista PLUS products are outstanding. The sliding, picture and single-hung are all AAMA
LC-30 rated. Vista PLUS windows also deliver great thermal performance with test ratings as low as 0.29 Uvalue and 0.22 Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) possible. Vista PLUS windows, with the Low-E3/Argon
glass package, surpass California Title 24 energy standards.
Crystal Pacific's Vista PLUS windows are also enhanced with standard Crystal View screens, which provide a
dramatically clearer view. Standard adjustable dual-brass rollers with stainless steel axles make the operation of
the new sliding window line virtually effortless. Auto sash locks provide convenience and security.
Vista PLUS homeowners can choose from a palette of seven (7) optional Crystal Coat colors in addition to
standard white or clay colors. Using state-of-the-art equipment, the in-house Crystal Coat paint process delivers
beautiful durable finishes providing the perfect complement or accent to a home's exterior.
Warranty is another area where Crystal Pacific and the Vista PLUS line excel. All Crystal Pacific products
come with a lifetime limited warranty and Vista PLUS homeowners enjoy the added piece of mind of lifetime
labor and all non-tempered glass breakage at no extra cost. Glass breakage coverage of tempered glass is
available as an option.
Crystal Pacific is the West Coast arm of award-winning national manufacturer Crystal Window & Door
Systems, which recently celebrated its 25th Anniversary of fabricating quality energy efficient products.
###
Crystal Pacific Window & Door Systems manufactures quality, energy efficient residential and commercial vinyl window and sliding
glass door products for the Southern California, Arizona and Nevada remodeling, new construction, and property management industries.
Crystal Pacific, located in Riverside, operates a 116,000-ft2 manufacturing facility, including a full showroom and sales office. For more
information about Crystal Pacific and its products, call toll-free 888-955-9988 or 951-779-9300.

